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july/august 2014

new York asian Film Festival Jun 27 — Jul 10  |  latinbeat Jul 11 — 20  |  newFest Jul 24— 29  
Sound + Vision Jul 31 — aug 6  |  the art Cinema Erotica of radley Metzger aug 7 — 13  |  the Films of Joaquim Pinto aug 8 — 12 

red hollywood and the Blacklist aug 15 — 21  |  Strange lands: international Sci-Fi aug 22 — 28  |  the Films of lav diaz aug 24
Film Comment double Feature Jul 22, aug 26  |  Freaky Fridays Fridays at 11pm
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1:30  root 
4:00 dust on the tongue 
6:30  Cristo rey
9:00  We are Mari Pepa

1:30 Mateo 
4:00  Cristo rey 
6:30  the Summer of  

Flying Fish
8:40 dust on the tongue

1:00  Monsterz
3:30     the Chinese Boxer
6:00     new World
9:15     Silent Witness

1:00  Soul
3:30    Miss zombie
6:00     My Man
9:15     Firestorm 3d

2:30     Blind Massage
5:00   May We Chat
7:15     r100
9:30     Moebius

1:00    Cold Eyes
3:30  aberdeen
5:40    Control
8:15      aim high in Creation!

4:00 the Summer of Flying Fish 
6:20   natural Sciences 
8:30  Casa grande

4:30  holiday
6:30 Mateo
8:30  We are Mari Pepa

6:15  holiday
8:30  root

3:30 My Straight Son
6:30  all about the Feathers
8:45 the Militant

july 2014
sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday

53 4
1:00  zone Pro Site: the  
            Moveable Feast 
4:00  the terror live
6:15     the one-armed 
                 Swordsman 
9:15     Soul

3:30     rough Play
6:00    Fuku-chan of FukuFuku 

Flats
8:30  the Eternal zero

2:00  double Feature: Mr.  
Vampire + rigor Mortis

6:00  From Vegas to Macao 
8:00  Killers on Wheels 
10:00  the legend of the 7  
               golden Vampires

life itself oPEnS 

6:15    Casa grande
9:15   natural Sciences
11:00   Freaky Fridays: 

Squirm

30 31292827
ViSit FilMlinC.CoM For tiCKEtS, 
VEnuES, and uPdatES 

   in-PErSon aPPEaranCES 

Follow us on

7:00 Beautiful noise
9:15 For those about to rock:  
           the Story of rodrigo y        
           gabriela

4:00 the Militant
6:45 reimon
9:00  Paradise
11:00   Freaky Fridays:  

 american Psycho

1:00  the Searches
3:30  Paradise
6:15 the Man of the Crowd
8:30 reimon
 

Visit filmlinc.com  
for more information

6:15 Film Comment double  
       Feature:  diary of a Mad  
       housewife + Portnoy's    
       Complaint

Visit filmlinc.com   
for more information

Visit filmlinc.com  
for more information

11:00 Freaky Fridays:  
             Pumpkinhead

the Kill team oPEnS

1:00   new Voices in latin 
                  american Cinema 
                  Free Panel!
1:00 the Man of the Crowd
3:30  all about the Feathers
6:00  the Searches
8:30   My Straight Son

4:00   golden Chickensss
6:30     rough Play
9:15     no Man’s land

2:00     Public Enemy
5:15     the Face reader
8:45     Cold Eyes

1:00    the terror live
3:30     il Mare
6:00     hope
9:00      au revoir l'été

NewFest: New YORK's pRemieR LGBt FiLm FestivaL
 For films and schedule, visit filmlinc.com

NewFest: New YORK's pRemieR LGBt FiLm FestivaL
For films and schedule, visit filmlinc.com

Schedule subject to change. Visit filmlinc.com for updates.



june 27 — july 10 new york asian film festival

aberdeen Pang ho-cheung, hong Kong, 2014, dCP, 
98m This ensemble family melodrama about expecta-
tions of beauty and marital betrayal features Pang’s 
(Isabella) signature complex performances and magic-
realist touch. July 10

 aim high in Creation! anna Broinowski, austra-
lia, 2013, dCP, 97m This revolutionary comedy has a 
groundbreaking experiment at its heart: a propaganda 
film, made according to the rules of Kim Jong-il's 
1987 Manifesto “The Cinema and Directing.” U.s. 
premiere July 10

as the light goes out derek Kwok, hong Kong/China, 
2014, dCP, 116m A squad of firefighters who used to be 
BFFs but now find themselves wallowing in Man Angst 
are brought back together by a power-plant explosion 
in this testosterone- fueled soap opera. North american 
premiere June 29

 au revoir l’été Koji Fukada, Japan, 2013, dCP, 125m  
A light comedy of manners played out during 10 days in 
a seaside town, Au revoir l’été is a nicely played rondo of 
human behavior that echoes Eric Rohmer’s 1983 Pauline 
at the Beach. U.s. premiere July 8 

Blind Massage lou Ye, China/France, 2014, dCP, 117m 
This innovative film about the blind employees of a 
massage center in Nanjing is a powerful ride through a 
parallel world of metaphysical cinema where light and 
darkness lose their usual meaning. U.s. premiere July 2

 the Chinese Boxer Jimmy Wang Yu, hong Kong, 
1970, digibeta, 86m The first open-handed martial-arts 
film from Hong Kong to become a worldwide blockbust-
er was a major influence on the films of Bruce Lee and 
remains an exciting and terrific watch to this day. July 6 

 Cold Eyes Choi Eui-seok, South Korea, 2013, dCP, 
118m This epic of nonstop suspense is a three-way race 
against time between a rumpled surveillance guru, a 
ruthlessly efficient criminal, and a new recruit eager to 
prove she’s got what it takes. New York premiere July 7, 

10

Control Kenneth Bi, hong Kong/China/taiwan, 2013, 
dCP, 92m This futuristic thriller follows an insurance 
salesman coerced to commit criminal acts by an unseen 
villain, who sends instructions over the phone and has 
control of the city’s surveillance cameras. July 10 

the Eternal zero takashi Yamazaki, Japan, 2013, hd-
CaM, 144m The most extreme film experience of NYAFF 
follows the quest of a young man investigating the life 
of his late grandfather, a reluctant kamikaze pilot, during 
the Pacific War. U.s. premiere July 3

 the Face reader han Jae-rim, South Korea, 2013, 
dCP, 139m The film that beat Iron Man 3 at the Korean 
box office last year is a lavish period drama with high-
level cast at the top of its game, juicy dialogue, and a 
smooth mixture of low comedy and high drama. July 7

Firestorm 3d alan Yuen, hong Kong/China/Malaysia, 
2013, 3-d dCP, 109m Hong Kong superstar Andy Lau 
plays a prissy police detective who’s getting his butt 
handed to him by an insanely competent career criminal 
who knocks over armored cars like dominos. New York 
premiere July 9

From Vegas to Macau Wong Jing, hong Kong/China, 
2014, dCP, 93m Oozing so much debonair that he 
makes Don Draper look drab, Chow Yun-fat fires on 
all cylinders as a no-holds-barred gambler who will do 
absolutely anything to entertain an audience. New York 
premiere July 4 

Fuku-chan of FukuFuku Flats Yosuke Fujita, Japan, 
2014, dCP, 110m This irresistible comedy about life in a 
run-down apartment complex stars comedienne Miyuki 
Oshima as a Japanese everyman rich in friends and poor 
in romance. North american premiere July 3

golden Chickensss Matt Chow, hong Kong, 2014, 
dCP, 102m In part three of the Golden Chicken Saga, 
Kum has aged into an industrious madam with a calcula-
tor for a soul. This defiantly un-PC film celebrates hard 
work, hard weiners, big hearts, and big boobs. North 
american premiere July 1

 hope  lee Joon-ik, South Korea, 2013, dCP, 123m 
Inspired by a horrifying case of child rape in South 
Korea, Hope brings a fresh approach to a difficult subject 
matter, and by focusing on the victim’s recovery, delivers 
a flawless feel-good human drama. North american 
premiere July 8

 il Mare lee yun-seung, South Korea, 2000, dCP, 
95m Two enormous stars, a magical time-portal mail-
box, and a house by the lake were all mixed into the 

melodrama pot in 2000 and out came Il Mare, which has since 
been cemented in the canon of Korean romances. July 8

Killers on Wheels (aka Madboys in hong Kong) Kuei 
Chih-hung, hong Kong, 1976, 35mm, 95m What starts 
out as a teen beach movie becomes a bloody take on 
the biker flick when a series of pranks between some 
spoiled rich kids and a rowdy bunch of road rebels esca-
lates out of control. July 4

the legend of the 7 golden Vampires roy Ward 
Baker, uK/hong Kong, 1974, 35mm, 83m Shaw Broth-
ers teamed with Hammer Studios, England’s House of 
Horror, on this kung-fu vampire movie starring Peter 
Cushing as Van Helsing and David Chiang as his Chinese 
counterpart.  July 4

May We Chat Philip Yung, hong Kong, 2013, dCP, 
100m Two teenagers come together to find their miss-
ing friend, a rich girl with a thing for bad boys, with the 
help of their smartphones in this teen drama turned 
gangland noir. North american premiere July 2

Miss zombie Sabu, Japan, 2013, hdCaM, 85m A rich 
family man receives a crate containing a mail-order 
zombie maid, an instruction manual, a cautionary note 
against letting her eat meat, and a gun (just in case) in 
this razor-sharp social satire. New York premiere July 9

Moebius Kim Ki-duk, South Korea, 2013, dCP, 90m A 
playfully twisted black comedy with no dialogue, Moebius 
is an everyday tale of penectomy, rape, sadomasochistic 
sex, and incestuous love from award-winning Korean 
filmmaker Kim Ki-duk. New York premiere July 2

Monsterz hideo nakata, Japan, 2014, dCP, 111m 
Japanese horror master Hideo Nakata (Ring and Dark 
Water) returns with this highly original paranormal 
thriller about two men with supernatural abilities, 
locked in a duel to the death. North american premiere 
July 6

douBlE FEaturE Mr. Vampire ricky lau, hong 
Kong, 1985, dCP, 96m and rigor Mortis Juno Mak, 
hong Kong, 2013, dCP, 101m The film that kicked 
off Hong Kong’s hopping vampire fad and its turbo-
charged, spiritual successor screen together as a 
demented double feature. July 4

 My Man Kazuyoshi Kumakiri, Japan, 2014, dCP, 
128m The relationship between a 26-year-old man and 
an adolescent girl brought together by a natural disas-
ter goes from emotional to erotic in this controversial 
love story. North american premiere July 9

 new World Park hoon-jung, South Korea, 2013, 
dCP, 134m A huge hit at the box office, New World 
elevates the popular Korean gangster genre with its 
fascinating and harrowing look at the power structures 
and politics of a criminal organization. July 6

no Man’s land ning hao, China, 2009, dCP, 115m  
A smug legal grandstander must drive across China 
ASAP in this blackly comedic road movie and savvy 
indictment of capitalism that was shelved for four  
years after running afoul of Chinese censors. North 
american premiere July 1

 the one-armed Swordsman Chang Cheh, hong  
Kong, 1967, digibeta, 111m The One-Armed Swords-
man burst onto the scene in 1967 as riots swept the 
streets of Hong Kong and bombings pushed the city 
over the brink into chaos, channeling the people’s 
anger and fury on screen. July 5

 Public Enemy Kang Woo-suk, South Korea, 
2002, 135m When a remorseless killer slashes an 
archetypal bad cop in an alleyway, it kicks off a 
relentless pursuit complete with graphic violence, 
vulgar comedy, and a healthy dose of Korean social 
satire. July 7

r100 hitoshi Matsumoto, Japan, 2013, dCP, 98m 
Hitoshi Matsumoto is Japan’s most famous come-
dian, but even if you’ve seen Big Man Japan and Sym-
bol you’ll barely be prepared for the S&M antics of 
this straight-faced send-up of genre cinema. July 2

 rough Play Shin Yeon-shick, South Korea, 2013, 
dCP, 98m A crazed actor takes his dedication to his 
craft too far when he threatens an actress, leading 
to a dramatic downfall fueled by narcissism and a 
rampant ego. North american premiere July 1, 3

 Silent Witness Fei Xing, China, 2013, dCP, 118m 
When a millionaire’s daughter stands trial for the 
murder of her future stepmother, layers of previously 
hidden information are revealed that elevate the tale 
into one of Chinese myth and personal redemption. 
North american premiere July 6

 Soul Chung Mong-hong, taiwan, 2013, dCP, 
112m When a taciturn chef named Chuan collapses 
at work, he is brought to the country to recover but 
instead embarks on a killing spree. Confronted by his 
uncle, he claims to no longer be Chuan...  New York 
premiere July 5, 9

the terror live Kim Byeong-woo, South Ko-
rea, 2013, dCP, 97m A disgraced TV news anchor 
demoted to hosting a radio call-in show sees an op-
portunity to turn his fate around when a man phones 
in, blows up a bridge, and claims to have other bombs 
hidden around Seoul. July 5, 8

zone Pro Site: the Moveable Feast Chen Yu-hsun, 
taiwan, 2013, dCP, 145m A failed actress on the run 
from debt collectors moves home, opens a catering 
business, and enters a $1 million cooking contest in 
this colorful and mouth-watering delight. New York 
premiere July 5

it's unlucky number 13! that's right, this year is the 13th new York asian Film Festival and that means that 
you’re going to walk under a ladder, trip over a black cat, break a mirror, and wind up getting squashed by a 
falling piano the second you step outside. the only way to stay safe is to double down and spend your sum-
mer inside a movie theater watching eyeball-exploding asian films. 



july 11 — july 20 latinbeat

oPEning night  Casa grande Fellipe Barbosa, Brazil, 
2014, dCP, 114m Set in Rio, Fellipe Barbosa’s long-awaited 
fiction debut is a clear-eyed, empathetic portrait of a teen-
ager who strives to transcend the limitations of his upper-
middle-class family life. New York premiere July 11, 14

 all about the Feathers neto Villalobos, Costa rica, 
2013, dCP, 85m A security guard adopts a fighting cock 
to bring some excitement into his boring life, kicking off 
an unexpected set of screwball adventures in this win-
ning, dryly funny debut feature. New York premiere  
July 17, 19

 Cristo rey leticia tonos Paniagua, dominican 
republic, 2013, dCP, 96m In 2011, Paniagua was the first 
Dominican woman to direct a feature film in her country. 
Her follow-up, a contemporary take on Romeo and Juliet, 
tackles Haitian immigration in the Dominican Republic, 

where about one million exiles currently reside.  
New York premiere July 12, 13

dust on the tongue rubén Mendoza, Colombia, 2014, 
dCP, 89m An abusive family patriarch asks two of his grand-
children to help him die and, in doing so, offers them an 
unexpected source of revenge in this bold yet sensitive mix 
of fiction, documentary, and mockumentary. July 12, 13

 holiday diego araujo, Ecuador/argentina, 2013,  
dCP, 82m A teenager travels to the remote family hacienda 
in the Andes, where he befriends an enigmatic, self-assured 
heavy-metal fan from the nearby pueblo who opens his 
eyes to an entirely new, liberating world. New York pre-
miere July 15, 16

the Man of the Crowd Marcelo gomes & Cao guimarães, 
Brazil, 2013, dCP, 95m Loosely based on Edgar Allan Poe’s 

story, this elegant, parsimonious, and formally impeccable 
work from two of Brazil’s boldest filmmakers follows the 
friendship between a lonely train driver and a station  
controller. New York premiere July 19, 20 

Mateo Maria gamboa, Colombia/France, 2014, dCP, 
86m A teenager infiltrates a theater group in the violent 
neighborhood where he lives to report on their political 
activities, but his perspective shifts when he falls for a  
beautiful girl in the troupe. July 13, 15

the Militant Manuel nieto, uruguay, 2013, dCP, 121m 
A student activist leaves his protests and solidarity move-
ments behind to travel to the tranquil countryside, where 
he must settle in and manage the inheritance of his 
recently deceased father. New York premiere July 17, 18

My Straight Son Miguel Ferrari, Venezuela, 2013, 
35mm, 113m Telenovela star Miguel Ferrari’s debut feature, 
a prize winner at this year’s Goya Awards (the Spanish 
Oscars), is the first Venezuelan film to openly deal with gay 
and transgender issues. New York premiere July 17, 19

 natural Sciences Matías lucchesi, argentina/France, 
2014, dCP, 71m Determined to find the father she never 
knew, 12-year-old Lila (Paula Hertzog) escapes her remote 
boarding school tucked away in the impressive Sierra de 
Córdoba mountains. New York premiere July 11, 14

 Paradise Mariana Chenillo, Mexico, 2013, dCP, 105m 
This unpretentious comedy about a happy overweight 
couple from a suburban middle-class neighborhood takes 
refreshingly unexpected turns, as their move to Mexico 
City launches them both on a journey of self-discovery. 
New York premiere July 18, 20

reimon rodrigo Moreno, argentina/germany, 2014, 
dCP, 72m Documentary and fiction are almost indistin-
guishable in this minimalist but powerfully eloquent film 
about a young Argentinean woman who commutes long 
distances to her job cleaning houses in Buenos Aires. New 
York premiere July 18, 20

 root Matías rojas Valencia, Chile, 2013, dCP, 
87m In this hypnotic story of redemption and rebirth, 
a young woman embarks on a road trip through lush 
remote locations in southern Chile to find the father 
of a recently orphaned child. New York premiere  
July 12, 16

 the Searches Jose luis Valle, Mexico, 2013,  
dCP, 77m The parallel stories of a widow and a wid-
ower come together with themes of chance, revenge, 
solitude, and redemption in the elegant and sober sec-
ond feature by award-winning Salvadoran filmmaker 
Jose Luis Valle. New York premiere July 19, 20

the Summer of Flying Fish Marcela Said, Chile/
France, 2013, dCP, 95m Don Francisco battles with 
the carp that overpopulate his lake in southern Chile 
as tension mounts between him, his daughter, and the 
local Mapuche Indians, whose demands have gone 
unheard for too long. July 13, 14

 We are Mari Pepa Samuel Kishi leopo, Mexico, 
2013, dCP, 95m As the school year ends, the 16- 
year-olds who make up the title punk band are free  
to skateboard, play soccer, and rehearse the one— 
obscene yet catchy—song they’ve written in this  
vibrant portrait of carefree youth. New York  
premiere July 12, 15

now in its 15th edition, this year’s showcase of recent latin american cinema combines personal, risk-taking 
works by mostly emerging filmmakers with more traditional, award-winning productions. this juxtaposi-
tion and the breadth of countries represented speak to the growth of a film industry that began in only a few 
countries about 15 years ago and has now spread throughout the entire region. We are excited to celebrate this 
fertile state of affairs with an eclectic selection that attests to the area’s continued cinematic renewal.

july 24 – 29 newfest: the ny lgbt film festival

newFest celebrates its 26th year with a diverse and compelling lineup of narratives, documentaries, shorts, and parties! the sexy, poignant opening night selection, Futuro Beach, from Brazilian director Karim aïnouz 
(Madame Satã), is about a lifeguard who falls in love with a german tourist in the aftermath of a tragedy. Closing night is Gerontophilia, an intergenerational love story that marks a surprising turn toward romance by 
queer Canadian provocateur Bruce laBruce. this year’s newFest achievement award goes to distinguished new York director ira Sachs, whose examination of gay relationships in films like Keep the Lights On, The Delta, 
and the new Love Is Strange defy expectation and stereotype at all turns.

july 22  film comment double feature: ’70s domestic 
EnJoY tWo FilMS For thE PriCE oF onE! diarY oF a Mad houSEWiFE  Frank Perry, uSa, 1970, 35mm, 95m the unhappy wife (Carrie Snodgress) of a supercilious lawyer (richard Benjamin) who treats her like a doormat embarks on an 
affair with a charismatic writer (Frank langella) but finds the road to self-realization far from easy. Followed by PortnoY’S CoMPlaint Ernest lehman, uSa, 1972, 35mm, 101m in his sole directing credit, the writer of North by Northwest 
and The Sound of Music adapts Philip roth’s breakthrough novel about a young Jewish bachelor (richard Benjamin) and the women in his life (Karen Black, Jill Clayburgh, Jeannie Berlin, and lee grant).

  free Panel: new voices in latin american cinema

Join us for a panel with an exciting roster of emerging artists featured in this year’s festival. Includes Mariana Chenillo 
(Paradise), Matías Rojas Valencia (Root), Jose Luis Valle (The Searches), Neto Villalobos (All About the Feathers), and 
Diego Araujo and Hanne-Lovise Skartveit (Holiday). Co-presented by Cinema Tropical and New York Women in Film 
and Television. July 19



july 31 – august 6  sound + vision

oPEning night Beautiful noise Eric green, uSa, 2014, 
dCP, 87m This doc tells the story of Cocteau Twins, My 
Bloody Valentine, and other underground groups from 
late-1980s and early-1990s whose groundbreaking music 
inspired generations of bands to come. New York premiere 
July 31

CloSing night Pulp: a Film about life, death & Super-
markets Florian habicht, uK, 2014, dCP, 90m At a 2012 
“final” concert in Sheffield, live footage combined with fan-
on-the-street interviews reveal a genuinely affectionate 
relationship between the townspeople and Pulp, the band 
they call their own. New York premiere august 6

SPECial EVEnt  glass ghost – lYFE ™ Brooklyn-based 
band Glass Ghost explores the convergence of techno-
logical mediation and music through live conceptual, 
participatory concerts accompanied by projected images. 
august 5

FrEE EVEnt  heroes of american roots: From the 
historic Films archives Rare archival footage of mu-
sical performances by Elvis Presley, the Carter Family, 
Woody Guthrie, and more. Presented in association 
with AmericanaFEST NYC at Lincoln Center Out of 
Doors. august 9

 Baroque duet Susan Froemke, Peter gelb, Pat 
Jaffe & albert Maysles, uSa, 1992, digibeta, 78m 
Opera star Kathleen Battle and jazz trumpeter Wynton 
Marsalis unite to explore 17th-century baroque music. 
Visits to their roots provide depth and focus to the 
film’s final performance of Bachand Handel. august 2

 Brasslands Meerkat Media Collective, uSa/Serbia 
and Montenegro, 2013, dCP, 88m A New York–based 
Balkan brass band travels to a tiny Serbian village to 
take part in the 50th anniversary of the world’s largest 
trumpet competition. august 3

Europe in 8 Bits  Javier Polo, Spain, 2013, dCP, 75m 
Exploring the world of chipmusic, the stars of this new 
movement reveal how they turn old videogame hard-
ware into tools capable of creating original sounds, 
modern tempos, and innovative musical styles. New 
York premiere august 3

 Flashback Memories 3d tetsuaki Matsue, Japan, 
2012, dCP, 72m This trippy portrait of Japanese didg-
eridoo player Goma, who suffered partial memory loss 
following a car accident in 2009, combines archival 
performance footage and psychedelic 3-D images. 
New York premiere august 1

For those about to rock: the Story of rodrigo y 
gabriela alejandro Franco, 2014, Mexico, dCP, 83m 
Two metal musicians from Mexico City hit the road 
and end up busking in Dublin, where their acoustic 
mix of flamenco, salsa, and hard rock launches them 
to stardom. Presented in association with Cinema 
Tropical. New York premiere July 31, august 6

Journey to Jah noël dernesch & Moritz Springer, 
germany/ Switzerland/Jamaica/italy, 2013, dCP, 
92m Journey to Jah follows two European reggae 
musicians for seven years as they move to the Carib-
bean to start anew and search for a spiritual home far 
from the world they grew up in. august 3

the last Song Before the War Kiley Kraskouskas, 
uSa/Mali, 2013, dCP, 90m The annual Festival in the 
Desert in Timbuktu draws musicians and audiences 
from all over the world, but since Islamic militants 
declared music forbidden in Northern Mali, the 2011 
edition may be its last. august 3

 Mateo aaron i. naar, Japan/Cuba/uSa, 2014, 
dCP, 88m During a stint in jail, a young man from  
New Hampshire learns Spanish and mariachi stan-
dards, transforming himself into something of a star  
as the “Gringo Mariachi.” august 4

Message by Music: Senegal in transition Cornelia 
Strasser, Switzerland/Senegal, 2013, digibeta, 76m 
Message by Music introduces us to a renowned Pan-
Africanist rapper and juxtaposes his political message 
with that of the traditional Senegalese singers called 
griots. U.s. premiere august 2

 My Way dominique Mollee & Vinny Sisson, uSa, 
2012, hdCaM, 93m Eyes firmly set on Hollywood, 
Rebekah Starr leaves her small Pennsylvania town with 
her Estonian bandmate for a cross-country road trip, 
making friends with rock greats along the way. New 
York premiere august 2

 Passinho dance off: the Movie Emílio domingos, 
Brazil, 2013, Blu-ray, 73m Passinho, a new dance 
style combining elements of pop, break dancing, and 
samba, rises up from Rio’s favelas with the help of viral 
videos, injecting a fresh optimism in the city’s youth. 
North american premiere august 2

 the 78 Project Movie alex Steyermark, uSa, 2014, 
dCP, 96m The 78 Project Movie chronicles a journey 
across the U.S. to record musicians performing the 
songs that inspired a century of popular music—in-
stantaneously, on one-of-a-kind 78 rpm lacquer discs. 
Presented in association with Brasil Summerfest at 
Lincoln Center Out of Doors and Cinema Tropical’s Ja-
neiro in New York series. New York premiere august 5

 Shield and Spear Petter ringbom, 2014, uSa/
South africa, dCP, 89m South African artists take 
on charged topics such as political corruption, race, 
poverty, and discrimination in this vibrant documen-
tary where art, politics, and cultures collide. New York 
premiere august 5

Stop Making Sense Jonathan demme, uSa, 1984, 
dCP, 88m Thirty years on, Demme’s groundbreaking 
Talking Heads concert film is just as visually (who can 
forget David Byrne’s big suit?) and aurally stunning as 
ever. august 1

tosca’s Kiss daniel Schmid, Switzerland, 1984/2014, 
dCP, 87m A favorite of music lovers everywhere, To-
sca’s Kiss enters the world of a home for retired opera 
singers as they relive and reenact their triumphant 
roles of the past. august 3

 the Winding Stream Beth harrington, uSa, 2014, 
hdCaM, 90m The tale of the dynasty at the very heart 
of country music, this film traces the ebb and flow of 
the influence of the original Carter Family and their 
transformation into the Carter Sisters and Mother 
Maybelle. New York premiere august 4

the second edition of Sound + Vision—a documentary series exploring a range of musical artists, genres, and styles—offers 
exciting premieres from around the world, retrospective screenings of newly restored films, and a live performance by new 
York band glass ghost, who combine digital imagery with their sounds.

july freaky fridays

Squirm Jeff lieberman, uSa, 1976, 35mm, 92m A 
horde of flesh-eating worms driven into a feeding frenzy 
by a downed power line devour the inhabitants of a 
backwoods town in Georgia. Can our city-boy hero save 
his girl and the day? July 11

american Psycho Mary harron, uSa, 2000, 35mm, 
101m Christian Bale is genius as a suave Wall St. invest-
ment banker and blithe serial killer, in this hilarious yet 
unsettling satire on 1980s conspicuous consumption 
and yuppie narcissism. July 18

Pumpkinhead Stan Winston, uSa, 1987, 35mm, 86m 
With the help of the local witch, a country storekeeper 
summons a marauding 15-foot demon to avenge  
the death of his son, accidentally slain by a group of 
teens on vacation. July 25
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11:00 Freaky Fridays:  
              near dark

Canopy oPEnS
Starred up oPEnS

3:30 tall Stories 
5:30  recollections of the Yel-

low house 
8:00  rabo de Peixe  

2:30 heaven with a Barbed  
       Wire Fence
4:45 i Stole a Million 
9:00 road gang

1:30 hell drivers
6:15 zulu 

4:30 the Big night
9:00 the Prowler

2:15 the Prowler 
6:45 the Big night

8:00 Moonstruck  
            Free Outdoor Screening! 
11:00 Freaky Fridays:  
              the Brood

august 2014

12:30  the new testament of Jesus 
Christ according to John

1:00, 4:00  heroes of american 
roots: From the historic 
Films archives 

3:00 Where the Sun Beats 
5:00 twin Flames
6:30   therese and isabelle
9:30   Camille 2000
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31
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12:30 tosca’s Kiss
2:30  the last Song Before     the 

War 
4:30   Brasslands
7:00 Journey to Jah
9:00 Europe in 8 Bits  

1:15 odds against tomorrow
5:50 tell them Willie Boy  
        is here

Visit filmlinc.com  
for more information

11:00am  the Films of lav diaz: 
death in the land of 
Encantos

6:30   the Winding Stream 
9:00   Mateo 

6:30   the 78 Project Movie 
8:30  glass ghost – lYFE™
9:00  Shield and Spear

6:30  For those about to rock: 
the Story of rodrigo y 
gabriela 

8:30  Pulp: a Film about life, 
death & Supermarkets

6:30 Carmen, Baby 
8:30   Score (Followed by   
                an afterparty!) 

5:00  rabo de Peixe  
+ Sol Menor

7:00 tall Stories 
9:15    the lickerish Quartet
11:00  Freaky Fridays:   
              the night Porter

What now? remind Me oPEnS

3:40 zulu 
9:30 hell drivers 
11:00  Freaky Fridays:  
               Blood for dracula 

abuse of Weakness  oPEnS
Jealousy oPEnS
red hollywood oPEnS

12:30 heaven with a Barbed  
         Wire Fence
4:00 road gang
9:15 i Stole a Million

2
2:00  Message by Music:  

Senegal in transition 
4:00   Baroque duet
6:30    Passinho dance off:  

the Movie
9:00   My Way

1
7:00  Flashback Memories 3d
9:00 Stop Making Sense
11:00 Freaky Fridays: 
              Carnival of Souls

the Strange little Cat oPEnS

4:30 therese and isabelle 
7:00 the Cannibals
9:00 the Cat and the Canary

4:00 Camille 2000
6:30 City of Pirates
9:00   the image

4:45 the lickerish Quartet
7:00 little Mother
9:00 Score

Visit filmlinc.com  
for more information

ViSit FilMlinC.CoM For tiCKEtS and inForMation  |     in-PErSon aPPEaranCES 

stRaNGe LaNds: iNteRNatiONaL sci-Fi
For films and schedule, visit filmlinc.com

stRaNGe LaNds: iNteRNatiONaL sci-Fi For films and schedule, visit filmlinc.com

Visit filmlinc.com  
for more information

6:30  Film Comment  
double Feature: Slaugh-
terhouse-Five + the great 
Waldo Pepper

Schedule subject to change. Visit filmlinc.com for updates.

Follow us on



august 7 – 13  this is softcore: the art cinema erotica of radley 

august 8 – 12  a life less ordinary: the films of joaquim Pinto

 Camille 2000 italy/uSa, 1969, 35mm, 115m One 
of the best and most visually inventive films from 
Metzger’s European phase is a retelling of Alexandre 
Dumas’s The Lady of the Camellias, the tragic story 
of doomed love between an eligible bachelor and a 
beautiful kept woman. august 9, 12

Carmen, Baby uSa/Yugoslavia/West germany, 1967, 
35mm, 90m Metzger takes Prosper Mérimée’s 19th-
century tale of an amoral gypsy temptress, updates it 
to Swinging ’60s Spain, and dresses it up with plenty 
of sex and visual style. august 7 

the Cat and the Canary uK, 1979, digibeta, 98m A 
dark and stormy night, a hideously disfigured mad-
man escaped from a nearby asylum, a secret torture 
chamber—all the classic ingredients are in place for 
Metzger’s British-shot period remake of the 1939 hor-
ror classic. august 11

 the image uSa, 1975, 16mm, 89m A man is drawn 
into a high-class world of dominance and submission 
in Metzger’s uncompromising and groundbreaking de-
piction of sadomasochism, not for the faint of heart. 
august 12

 the lickerish Quartet italy/uSa/West germany, 
1970, 35mm, 88m Illusion merges with reality in this 
enigmatic tale of a decadent family’s seduction by a 
beguiling female guest. Andy Warhol declared the film 
“an outrageously kinky masterpiece.” august 8, 13

little Mother West germany/uSa/Yugoslavia, 1971, 
35mm, 90m In this sexy tale of intrigue and ruthless 
ambition, Metzger fictionalizes the real-life saga of 
Evita Perón, seven years ahead of Andrew Lloyd Web-
ber’s musical. august 13

 Score uSa/Yugoslavia, 1974, 35mm, 90m Frus-
trated swingers on an extended visit to the French 
Riviera play host to a pair of innocent newlyweds for 
an evening that suggests a kinky, sex-romp rework-
ing of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? The August 7 
screening is co-presented by Viva Radio and will be 
followed by a special afterparty! august 7, 13

 therese and isabelle France/uSa/netherlands, 
1968, 35mm, 118m Abandoned at a high-class board-
ing school, Therese develops an erotic attraction with 
class-minx Isabelle, resulting in increasingly explicit 
Sapphic trysts. august 9, 11

the Cannibals Manoel de oliveira, Portugal, 1988, 
35mm, 99m A sui generis marriage of opera and 
cannibalism, this film (on which Pinto worked in the 
sound department) sets out to turn opera on its head, 
just as Oliveira had done with theater in earlier films. 
august 11

City of Pirates raúl ruiz, France/Portugal, 1983, 
35mm, 111m Funny, frightening, and enigmatic, this 
rarely screened film by the late Raúl Ruiz is like a cross 
between Peter Pan and Friday the 13th told with a 
wildly baroque visual style that suggests both Georges 
Méliès and Sergio Leone. august 12 

the new testament of Jesus Christ according to 
John  Joaquim Pinto & nuno leonel, Portugal, 

2013, dCP, 128m One of Portugal’s most prominent 
performers, Luís Miguel Cintra (a frequent player in 
the films of Manoel de Oliveira) reads the Gospel of 
John as images of natural splendor fill the screen. 
august 9

rabo de Peixe Joaquim Pinto & nuno leonel, 
Portugal, 2003, digital Projection, 77m Screening 
with: Sol Menor Joaquim Pinto & Nuno Leonel, Por-
tugal, 2007, Digital Projection, 7m A young fisherman 
struggles to carry on as decisive shifts in the oceans 
cause problems in his Azorean village, where fishing 
has long been a tradition and an essential livelihood. 
august 8, 10

recollections of the Yellow house João César  
Monteiro, Portugal, 1989, 35mm, 122m Pinto  
produced this landmark of Portuguese cinema, a  
singularly perverse comedy about a grizzled,  
depressive bachelor who lives in a seedy boarding 

house run by a tyrannical landlady. august 10

tall Stories Joaquim Pinto, Portugal, 1988, 35mm, 
91m Virtually unseeable for the last 25 years due to 
rights issues, Pinto’s beautiful feature-length debut is 
a coming-of-age tale about unconventional friend-
ships and burgeoning sexuality. august 8, 10

twin Flames Joaquim Pinto, Portugal, 1992, 35mm, 
70m A rift opens between two redheaded, firefighting 
twins as one enters courtship and the other experi-
ences aural hallucinations that can only be remedied 
through music and, finally, the love of a stranger. 
august 9

Where the Sun Beats Joaquim Pinto, Portugal, 1989, 
35mm, 88m Pinto’s atmospheric second feature pa-
tiently investigates the everyday life and psychosexual 
vacillations of a woman caught in a web of verboten 
romance and incestuous desire. august 9

the preeminent director of the golden age of Erotic Cinema and a pioneering american independent filmmaker,  
radley Metzger is a fascinating transitional figure whose unique brand of sophisticated erotic art cinema created an al-
most utopian space between the cheap grindhouse sexploitation of the ’60s and the full-on hardcore porn of the ’70s.

this first u.S. retrospective of the cosmic and carnal films of Joaquim Pinto coincides with the august 8 opening of his 
monumental What Now? Remind Me (nYFF51), and includes most of Pinto’s work as a director to date as well as collabo-
rations with raúl ruiz, Manoel de oliveira, and João César Monteiro that are touchstones in his rich and singular career.



august 15 – 21  red hollywood and the blacklist

the Big night Joseph losey, uSa, 1951, 35mm, 75m 
Losey’s final American film tells the story of a teenager 
trying to become a man in one night and features the final 
screen role of Dorothy Comingore, redbaited after playing 
Susan Alexander in Citizen Kane. august 18, 21

heaven with a Barbed Wire Fence ricardo Cortez, uSa, 
1939, 35mm, 62m Glenn Ford made his screen debut in 
this late-Depression road movie—with leftist touches cour-
tesy of scriptwriter Dalton Trumbo—about four strangers 
traveling west aboard freight cars. august 16, 20 

hell drivers Cy Endfield, uK, 1957, 35mm, 91m Stanley 
Baker plays a tough ex-con truck driver who must risk life 
and limb for his unscrupulous boss. Endfield’s film, made 
in British exile, also features an early performance by Sean 
Connery. august 15, 19

i Stole a Million Frank tuttle, uSa, 1939, 35mm, 80m This 
absurdist noir sees the American Dream going obscenely 
wrong for a decent but impetuous taxi driver (George Raft) 
who tries to buy his own cab but soon finds himself turning 
to crime. august 16, 20

odds against tomorrow robert Wise, uSa, 1959, 35mm, 
96m Dave Burke recruits two men to help carry out a bank 
robbery. Both are desperate for money, but tensions rise  
as racism rears it ugly head. august 17

the Prowler Joseph losey, uSa, 1951, 35mm, 92m A rare 
critique of the sexual stereotyping in film noir and a treatise 
on the hidden injuries of class, The Prowler is the greatest 

work of Losey’s pre-blacklist period and one of Dalton 
Trumbo’s best scripts. august 18, 21

road gang louis King, uSa, 1936, 16mm, 61m A reporter 
(Donald Woods) exposing local corruption in the south is 
framed after writing one exposé too many on a slimy  
politician (Joseph King) and finds himself “disappeared”  
into a prison farm. august 16, 20

tell them Willie Boy is here abraham Polonsky, uSa, 
1969, 35mm, 98m Native American Willie Boy (Robert 
Blake) goes on the lam with his girlfriend Lola (Katharine 
Ross) after shooting her father in self-defense, and Deputy 
Sheriff Cooper (Robert Redford) must lead the harrowing 
manhunt. august 17

zulu Cy Endfield, uK, 1964, dCP, 139m Endfield’s re-
enactment of a British victory in the Anglo-Zulu War of 
1879 presents the contradictions of imperialism and has 
become one of the most influential films of the 1960s. 
50th anniversary Restoration dcp!  august 15, 19

HAPPENING AROUND TOWN: Running in conjunc-
tion with our series and the theatrical premiere of  
Red Hollywood, Anthology Film Archives and Cineaste 
magazine present: Screenwriters and the Blacklist: 
Before, During, and After. The first part of this three-
part series runs August 22 – September 2 at Anthology 
Film Archives and will focus on films made before the 
imposition of the blacklist in 1947 or before the screen-
writers in question were prevented from working 
under their actual names. Learn more at anthologyfil-
marchives.org.

Beginning august 15, the Film Society will present a one-week exclusive theatrical run of thom andersen and 
noël Burch’s Red Hollywood, the groundbreaking documentary about the men and women whose careers were 
destroyed by the hollywood blacklist of the 1950s, along with a selection of films by blacklist casualties—subversive 
period epics, lean and morally complex noirs, and snappy, class-conscious comedies—chosen by andersen himself.

august 22 – 28  strange lands: international sci-fi

august 26  film comment double feature: two by george roy hill

august freaky fridays

What makes good science fiction? that depends on who—and where—you ask. this eye-popping international assortment presents highlights of the genre spanning multiple countries and styles, including a Czech Jules Verne adaptation, 
a campy dystopia from behind the Berlin Wall, the italian head-trip Morel’s Invention starring anna Karina, and an unclassifiable time-travel fantasy that’s a riot of weirdness. the series includes innovative films from the genre’s renais-
sance in the late 1960s and 1970s, as well as gripping work by major auteurs. Many are rare screenings of foreign 35mm prints, and all are best appreciated on the big screen. Visit filmlinc.com for lineup, schedule, and more information.

EnJoY tWo FilMS For thE PriCE oF onE!  SlaughtErhouSE-FiVE uSa, 1972, 35mm, 104m an adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut’s satire about the time-tripping Billy Pilgrim (Michael Sacks), temporally unstuck between a traumatic  
wartime past, his present-day suburban existence, and life in an alien zoo on the planet tralfamadore. Followed by thE grEat Waldo PEPPEr uSa, 1975, 35mm, 107m a World War i pilot turned aerial stuntman (robert redford) flies 
around the Midwest putting on barnstorming shows and joins a flying circus, but becomes increasingly disillusioned after a series of misfortunes. Featuring Bo Svenson, Margot Kidder, and Susan Sarandon.

Carnival of Souls herk harvey, uSa, 1962, 35mm, 78m 
In this haunting, dreamlike cult indie rediscovered in 
1989, the sole survivor of a car accident is haunted by 
a ghoulish apparition and finds herself caught up in a 
series of terrifying uncanny events. august 1

the night Porter liliana Cavani, italy, 1973, 35mm, 
118m Reunited by chance in Vienna, a Holocaust  

survivor (Charlotte Rampling) and a former SS officer 
(Dirk Bogarde) resume their sadomasochistic relation-
ship 13 years after the end of the war. august 8

Blood for dracula Paul Morrissey, italy/France, 1974, 
35mm, 103m Searching for virgin blood, Dracula (Udo 
Kier) comes upon three beautiful daughters of an aris-
tocratic landowner (Vittorio De Sica), but is thwarted by 

the estate handyman (Joe Dallesandro). august 15

the Brood david Cronenberg, Canada, 1979, 35mm, 
91m While an unorthodox psychiatrist (Oliver Reed) 
treats a psychotic patient (Samantha Eggar), her ex-hus-
band tries to protect his daughter as a series of vicious 
murders befall those connected to him. august 22

near dark Kathryn Bigelow, uSa, 1987, 35mm, 94m
A pistol-packing family of blood suckers drifts across 
the Midwest in search of prey in this vampire road movie 
with a mesmerizing Tangerine Dream score and bril-
liant performances by Lance Henriksen and Bill Paxton. 
august 29



new releases

oPEnS JulY 4  
liFE itSElF
Steve James, uSa, 2014, dCP, 112m This documentary, 
made by fellow Chicagoan Steve James (Hoop Dreams, 
The Interrupters), chronicles Roger Ebert’s professional as-
cent from old-school newspaperman to the most famous 
and influential film critic of his time. Dinner and a Movie 
available Mon-Thu.

oPEnS JulY 25 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
thE Kill tEaM
dan Krauss, uSa, 2013, dCP, 79m in 2010, following 
one of the largest war-crime investigations in U.S. history, 
Army Specialist Adam Winfield was charged with murder. 
His story is one of the most devastating and infuriating to 
emerge from the war in Afghanistan.Opens August 1

EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
thE StrangE littlE Cat
ramon zürcher, germany, 2013, dCP, 72m A mother 
desperately trying not to implode and her youngest  
daughter who explodes constantly form poles between 
which siblings, friends, cats, and cousins we ave in and 
around each other in the tight domestic space of a  
middle-class Berlin flat.

oPEnS auguSt 8 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
 What noW? rEMind ME
Joaquim Pinto, Portugal, 2013, dCP, 164m First- 
person filmmaking at its most intimate and expansive, 
Pinto endured an experimental clinical trial for HIV  
patients, resulting in a testament to the joys of a fully lived 
life, and to the inseparability of art and life. NYFF51Don’t 
miss the first U.S. retrospective of Joaquim Pinto’s films,  
“A Life Less Ordinary,” Aug. 8-12.

oPEnS auguSt 15 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
aBuSE oF WEaKnESS
Catherine Breillat, France, 2013, dCP, 105m Isabelle 
Huppert stars in this haunting film inspired by Breillat’s 
dealings with a notorious “swindler of the stars” (played by 
Kool Shen) following her stroke in 2004. NYFF51

oPEnS auguSt 15  
EXCLUSIVE TWO WEEKS ONLY
JEalouSY
Philippe garrel, France, 2013, dCP, 77mIn this sharp, 
vigorous film, Garrel takes a fresh look at his titular  
subject, patiently following the professional and emotional 
crosscurrents between two romantically entwined  
theater actors. NYFF51

oPEnS auguSt 15 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
rEd hollYWood 
thom andersen & noël Burch, uSa, 1996, digital 
Projection, 120m This revelatory documentary looks at 
Hollywood from the 1930s to the 1950s, when “Red”  
filmmakers worked within the studio system. NYFF51Di-
rector Thom Andersen in person! Plus, check out “Red 
Hollywood and the Blacklist”  Aug. 15-21 for films made by 
blacklist casualties.

oPEnS auguSt 22 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY 
SalVo
Fabio grassadonia & antonio Piazza, italy/France, 2013, 
dCP, 104m In this Mafia thriller, a gangster invades a  
Palermo home, only to discover his prey’s blind sister in  
the basement, setting off a nail-biting, magnificently 
orchestrated game of cat-and-mouse.

oPEnS auguSt 29 
EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ONLY
CanoPY
aaron Wilson, australia/Singapore, 2013, dCP, 84m 
In war-torn Singapore of 1942, an Aussie fighter pilot is 
shot down and must battle for survival among the natural 
dangers of the jungle while avoiding the invading  
Japanese army.

oPEnS auguSt 29 
StarrEd uP
david Mackenzie, uK, 2013, dCP, 106m Clashing with  
the system and fellow inmates, including his father, a 
young prisoner must navigate the dehumanizing universe 
of life on the inside, perpetually battling for his survival,  
and also his soul.  

august sPecial events

auguSt 22 MoonStruCK 
FREE OUTDOOR SCREENING! norman Jewison, 1987, uSa, 35mm, 102m Seldom has an opera house played  
such a central role in the movies as in Moonstruck, so it made perfect sense for the Met, in collaboration with  
the Film Society of Lincoln Center, to kick off this year’s Summer HD Festival a day early, with a special screening  
of this 1987 classic. 
 

auguSt 24 tiME rEgainEd: thE FilMS oF laV diaz
the most complete american retrospective to date of this criminally underseen Filipino master.  
the series continues with one screening a month through February 2015.

dEath in thE land oF EnCantoS Lav Diaz, Philippines, 2007, DCP, 540m  Shot in stark black-and-white in the  
immediate wake of Super Typhoon Durian, Diaz’s eighth feature is an engrossing account of several people  
responding to the aftermath as they navigate the ravaged Bicol region.



onlinE Visit filmlinc.com  in PErSon The Walter Reade Theater and Elinor Bunin Munroe Film 
Center box offices open 30 minutes before the first screening and close 15 minutes after the 

start of the last screening.For more information call 212.875.5600.

$8 Film Society Members & Patrons  |  $9 Students & Seniors (62+)  |  $13 general Public 

Please Note Valid ID required for Member, Student, and Senior discounts. Discount packages may also  
be available for select series. Special pricing applies to the New York Film Festival, New Directors/New Films,  

Rendez-Vous with French Cinema, and select screenings. All prices are subject to change.

to Purchase tickets

 
Sign up for our weekly newsletter at 

filmlinc.com/news to receive 
e-mail updates about upcoming films  

and events each Thursday.  
You can also follow us on social media 

 for the latest Film Society news

 @FilMlinC      

      /FilMlinC    

     FilMlinC.CoM/dailY             

let us Plan your 
weekends! 

acknowledgements NEW YORK ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL: Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office New York;  
the Taipei Cultural Center of TECO in New York; Korean Cultural Service in New York; American Australian Association’s Dame  

Joan Sutherland Fund; Celestial Pictures; the Korea Society; LATINBEAT: Consulate General of Argentina; Mexican Cultural Institute 
of New York; Cinema Tropical; Maravilla; Remezcla; JOAQUIM PINTO: José Manuel Costa and Sara Moreira, Cinemateca Portuguesa; 

Florian Wrobel and Regina Schlagnitweit, Austrian Film Museum; LAV DIAZ: Casey Scott; Joe Berger; RED HOLLYWOOD AND THE 
BLACKLIST: Steven K. Hill, UCLA Film & Television Archive; The Film Noir Foundation

Photo Credits American Psycho: The Kobal Collection/Lionsgate/Kerry Hayes; Carmen, Baby: The Kobal Collection/Amsterdam Films; 
Near Dark: F-M Entertainment/DEG /The Kobal Collection; Slaughterhouse-Five: Universal/The Kobal Collection

S E P T E M B E R  2 6 – O C TO B E R  1 2

art exhibits  
In the Walter Reade Theater's 
Frieda & Roy Furman Gallery  

nEW YorK aSian FilM FEStiVal 
PoStEr art ShoW (June 27 – July 
10) Curated by Asian-American artist/
designer Jerry Ma, the exhibit will fea-
ture original artwork inspired by new 
and classic Asian films from NYAFF's 
lineup. Participating comic book 
artists and illustrators include Larry 
Hama, Bernard Chang, Ken Knudtsen, 

MarK Your CalEndar!  
the highly anticipated New York Film Festival returns for its 52nd edition this Fall.  

in addition to a main slate program comprised of the most significnt films 

from around \the globe, sidebar programs will include a Joseph L. mankiewicz 

retrospective, 30th anniversary screening of sergio Leone’s masterpiece Once 

Upon a Time in America, a spotlight on documentary, experimental filmmaking, 

convergence, highlighting the best in transmedia, and much more.

 

BecOme a memBeR OF tHe FiLm sOcietY and take advantage of a range of  

exciting benefits—including nYFF ticket discounts, exclusive pre-sale  

periods, and insider access to announcements.

 

 

SuBSCriPtion PaCKagES & ViP PaSSES on SalE noW!


